In this paper, three data-preprocessing techniques, moving average (MA), singular spectrum analysis (SSA), 
Introduction

31
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have gained significant attention in past two 32 decades and been widely used for hydrological forecasting. The ASCE Task Committee on  33 Application of Artificial Neural Networks in Hydrology (2000) and Dawson and Wilby 34 (2001) give good state-of-the-art reviews on ANN modeling in hydrology. Many studies 35 focused on streamflow predictions have proven that ANN is superior to traditional regression 36 techniques and time-series models including Autoregressive (AR) and Autoregressive 37
Moving Average (ARMA) (Raman and Sunilkumar, 1995; Jain et al., 1999; Thirumalaiah 38 and Deo, 2000; Abrahart and See, 2002; Castellano-Me´ndeza et al., 2004; Kişi, 2003 Kişi, ,2005 . 39 Besides, ANN is also compared with nonlinear prediction (NLP) method which is derived 40 from the chaotic time series (Farmer and Sidorowich, 1987) . Laio et al. (2003) carried out a 41 comparison of ANN and NLP for flood predictions and found that ANN performed slightly 42 better at long forecast time while the situation was reversed for shorter time. Sivakumar et al. 43 (2002) found that ANN was worse than NLP in short-term river flow prediction. 44 The ANN is able to capture the dynamics of the flow series by using previously 45 observed flow values as inputs during the forecasting of daily flows from the flow data alone. 46 As a consequence, the high autocorrelation of the flow data often introduce the lagged 47 predictions for the ANN model. The issue of lagged predictions in the ANN model has been 48 ANN models, and forecasting results and discussion. Section 5 sheds light on main 94 conclusions in this study. 95
Streamflow Data
96
Daily mean flow data from two rivers of Lushui and Daning are used in this study. 97 The two rivers belong to direct tributaries of Yangtze River, and are both located in Hubei 98
province, People Republic of China. The flow data from Lushui River were acquired at 99
Tongcheng hydrology station which is at the upper stream of Lushui watershed (hereafter, 100 the flow data is referred to as Lushui series). The watershed has an area of 224 km 2 . The data 101 period covers a 5 years long duration (Jan. 1, 1984-Dec. 31, 1988 In the process of modeling of ANNs, the raw flow data is often partitioned into three 106 parts as training set, cross-validation set and testing set. The training set serves the model 107 training and the testing set is used to evaluate the performances of models. The cross-108 validation set help to implement an early stopping approach in order to avoid overfitting of 109 the training data. The same data partition was adopted in two daily flow series: the first half 110 of the entire flow data as training set and the first half of the remaining data as cross-111 validation set and the other half as testing set. 112 Table 1 presents related information about two rivers and some descriptive statistics 113 of the original data and three data subsets, including mean (µ), standard deviation (S x ), 114 coefficient of variation (C v ), skewness coefficient (C s ), minimum (X min ), and maximum 115 (X max ). As shown in Table 1 , the training set cannot fully include the cross-validation or 116 testing set. Due to the weak extrapolation ability of ANN, it is suggested that all data should 117 be scaled to the interval [-0.9, 0.9] rather than [-1, 1] when ANN employs the hyperbolic 118 tangent functions as transfer functions in the hidden layer and output layer. 119 Fig. 1 estimates the autocorrelation functions (ACF), average mutual information 120 (AMI), and partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) from lag 0 to lag 30 days for the two 121 flow series. The AMI measures the general dependence of two variables (Fraser and 122 Swinney, 1986) whereas the ACF and PACF show the dependence from the perspective of 123 linearity. The first order autocorrelation of each flow data is large (0.59 for Lushui, and 0.7 124 for Wuxi). The rapid decaying pattern of the PACF confirms the dominance of 125 autoregressive process, relative to the moving-averaging process revealed by the ACF. 126
Methods
accurately simulate the nonlinear-properties of the hydrologic process. A three-layer ANN is 137 therefore chosen for the present study, which comprises the input layer with I nodes, the the backward moving mode is adopted (Lee et al., 2000) . Choice of the window length K is 153 by a trial and error procedure of minimizing the ANN prediction error. 154
Singular Spectrum Analysis 155
The implementation of SSA can be referred to Vautard et al. (1992) and Elsner and 156 Tsonis (1997). Four steps are summarized for the implementation. The first step is to 157 construct the 'trajectory matrix'. The 'trajectory matrix' results from the method of delays. 158
In the method of delays, the coordinates of the phase space will approximate the dynamic of 159 the system by using lagged copies of the time series. Therefore, the 'trajectory matrix' can 160 reflect the evolution of the time series with a careful choice of (τ , L ) window. For time 161 series{
, the 'trajectory matrix' is denoted by 162
where L is the embedding dimension ( also called singular number in the context of SSA), τ (Elsner and Tsonis, 1997 . In this study, the wavelet function is derived from the family of 216
Daubechies wavelets with the 3 order. 217
(2) Multiresolution analysis (MRA) 218 The Mallat's decomposition algorithm (Mallat, 1989 ) is employed in this study. 219
According to the Mallat's theory, the original discrete time series t x is decomposed into a 220 series of linearly independent approximation and detail signals.
221
The process consists of a number of successive filtering steps as depicted in Fig. 2 . two. The details are therefore the low-scale, high frequency components whereas the 231 approximations are the high-scale, low-frequency components. Finally, the original signal t x 232 is decomposed into many detailed components and one approximation component which 233 denotes the coarsest resolution. Following the procedure, the raw flow data can be 234 decomposed into 1 m + components if the m in DWA is set. 235 236 To explore the capability of ANNs, five ANN models are generated with the aid of 237 the above three data-processing techniques. These data-preprocessing techniques are aimed at 238 improving mapping relationship between inputs and output of the ANN model by smoothing 239 raw flow data. Six forecasting models are described as follows.
A s integrated with data preprocessing techniques
240
(1 Besides, the Persistence Index (PI) (Kitanidis And Bras, 1980 ) was adopted here for the 272 purpose of checking the prediction lag effect. Three measures were therefore used in this 273 study. They are formulated as:
. In these equations, n is the number of observations can improve the performance of the forecasting model. This is the underlying reason that 310 ANN is coupled with SSA or WRMA in this study.
311
(2) Decomposition by WMRA 312 The WMRA decomposes an original signal into many components at different scales 313 (or frequencies). Each of components plays a distinct role in the original flow series. The 314 low-frequency component generally reflects the identity (periodicity and trend) of the signal 315 whereas the high-frequency component uncovers details (Kücüķ and AģalĐoģlu, 2006 was also successfully applied to daily suspended sediment data by Kişi (2008) . The model 355 input in this method is mainly determined by the plot of PACF. The essence of this method is 356 to examine the dependence between the input and output data series. According to this 357 method, the model inputs were originally considered to take previous 6 daily flows for 358
Luishui and previous 13 daily flows for Wuxi because the PACF within the confidence band 359 occurs at lag 6 for Luishui and lag 13 for Wuxi (Fig. 1) . 360
The false nearest neighbors (FNNs) (Kennel et al., 1992; Abarbanel et al., 1993 ) is 361 another commonly used method to identify model inputs, which is for the perspective of 362 dynamics reconstruction of a system (Wang et al., 2006 The ensuing task is to optimize the size of the hidden layer with the chosen three 379 inputs and one output. The optimal size H of the hidden layer was found by systematically 380 increasing the number of hidden neurons from 1 to 10 until the network performance on the 381 cross-validation set was no longer improved significantly. The identified ANN architecture 382 was: 6-8-1for Lushui and 8-9-1 for Wuxi. Note that the identified ANN model was used as 383 the baseline model for the following hybrid operation with data-preprocessing techniques. 384
Implementation of models 385
(1) A -MA 386 The window length K (see Section 3.2) can be determined by varying K from 1 to 10 387 depending on the identified ANN model. The targeted value of K was associated with the 388 optimal network performance in terms of RMSE. The final K was 3, 5, and 7 at one-, two-, 389
and three-day-ahead forecast horizons for the two flow data. 390
(2) A -SSA1 (or A -WMRA1) 391 According to the methodological procedure for the ANN-SSA1 and ANN-WMRA1, 392 the further tasks include sorting out contributing components from RCs or DWCs and 393 determining the ANN-SSA1 architecture. RCs from Lushui were employed to describe the 394 implementation of the ANN-SSA1. 395
The determination of the effective RCs depends on the correlation coefficients 396 between RCs and the original flow data (Fig. 6) . The procedure includes the following steps: 397
Identify that the average of CCF (shown at the right below corner of Fig. 6 It can be seen from Fig. 10 (1) that two components (RC1and RC2) were remained for one-409 day-ahead prediction, two components (RC1 and RC5, because the new order is RC1-RC5-410 RC2-RC4-RC3) for two-day-ahead prediction, and only component (RC1, due to the new 411 order being RC1-RC4-RC5-RC3-RC2) for three-day-ahead prediction. Fig. 10(2) shows that 412 most of DWCs are kept. For instance, only DWC1 (detail at the scale of 2 1 day) of all 9 413
DWCs was deleted for one-step-ahead prediction, two DWCs (DWC1 and DWC2) were 414 deleted for two-step-ahead prediction, and three DWCs (DWC1, DWC2, and DWC3) were 415 removed for three-step-ahead prediction. The values of vali-RMSE in Fig. 10 which the value of CCF is maximized, is an expression for the mean lag in the model 451 forecast. Therefore, there were 1, 2, and 4 days lag for Lushui, and 1, 2, and 3 days lag for 452
Wuxi, which are respectively associated with one-, two-, and three-day-ahead forecasting. 453
The scatter plots of simulation results of one-day-ahead prediction based on the 454
Lushui flows by using the ANN-SSA1, ANN-SSA2, ANN-WMRA1, and ANN-WMRA2, 455 are presented in Fig. 13 . Each of the four models exhibits a noticeable improvement in the 456 performance compared with the ANN model. The remarkable improvement is, however, 457 from the ANN-SSA1 and ANN-SSA2 in terms of RMSE, CE and PI. Wuxi. In contrast, the ANN-WRMA1 and ANN-WRMA1 underestimate quite a number of 467 peak value flows. Furthermore, the lag effect is still visible in Fig. 16 (2) and 16(4). 468
In terms of the ANN-SSA1 and ANN-SSA2, the scatter plots with low spread, the 469 low RMSE, and high CE and PI indicate excellent model performance. The matched-470 perfectly detail plots in Figs. 16 (1) and 16(3) also show that the two models highly 471 approximate the flows of Wuxi. 472
The ANN-MA simulation results of one-day-ahead prediction are presented in Fig.  473 17. Figs performance including the scatter plots with low spread, the low RMSE, and high CE and PI. 481
The matched-perfectly detail plots in Fig. 17 (2) and 17(4) indicate that the two models are 482 fairly adequate in reproducing the observed flows of Lushui and Wuxi. In addition, the 483 ANN-MA model also shows a great ability in capturing the peak value of flows (depicted in 484
Figs. 17 (1), 17(2), 17(3), and 17(4)). 485 Table 3 and 4 summarize the forecasting performance of all six models in terms of 486 RMSE, CE, and PI at three prediction horizons. The ANN model shows markedly inferior 487 results compared with the other five models. The ANN-MA among all models holds the best 488 performance at each prediction horizon. It can be also seen that the performances from the 489 ANN-SSA1 and ANN-SSA2 are similar, and the same situation appears between the ANN-490 WMRA1 and ANN-WMRA2. However, the models based on SSA provide noticeably better 491 performance than the models based on WMRA at each forecast horizon, which means that 492 the SSA is more effective than the WMRA in improving the ANN performance in the 493 current study. 494
Conclusions
495
In this study, the conventional ANN model was coupled with three different data-496 preprocessing techniques, i.e., MA, SSA, and WMRA. As a result, six ANN models, the 497 original ANN model, ANN-MA, ANN-SSA1, ANN-SSA2, ANN-WMRA1, and ANN-498 WMRA2, were proposed to forecast two daily flow series of Lushui and Wuxi. To apply 499 these models to the flow data, the memory length K of MA, the lag time and embedding 500 dimension ( τ , L ) of SSA, and the largest scale m of WMRA needed to be decided in 501 advance. The K for one-, two-, and three-day-ahead were 3, 5, and 7 days for each flow data 502 by trial and error. The values of (τ , L ) were set as the value of (1, 5) for each flow data by 503 sensitivity analysis. The largest scale m of WMRA was 8 and 10 for Lushui and Wuxi 504 respectively depending on the length size of the testing data. 505
The results from the original ANN model were disappointing due to the existence of 506 the prediction lag effect. The analysis of CCF between predicted and observed flows 507 revealed that the lags at three prediction horizons were 1, 2, and 4 days lag for Lushui and 1, 508 2, and 3 days lag for Wuxi. All three data-preprocessing techniques could improve the ANN 509 performance. The ANN-MA, among all six models, performed best and eradicated the lag 510 effect. It could be also seen that the performances from the ANN-SSA1 and ANN-SSA2 511 were similar, and the same situation appeared between the ANN-WMRA1 and ANN-512 WMRA2. However, the models based on SSA provided noticeably better performance than 513 the models based on WMRA at each forecast horizon, which meant that the SSA was more 514 effective than the WMRA in improving the ANN performance in the current study. 515
Under the overall consideration including the model performance and the complexity 516 of modeling, the ANN-MA model was optimal, then the ANN model coupled with SSA, and 517 finally the ANN model coupled with WMRA. 518 
